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Summary

We propose to learn appearance and motion features in a decomposed way 
to better exploit the multimodal complementarity.

(b) Decomposed distillation (Ours)(a) Conventional distillation



Goal: to predict the temporal intervals and classes of action instances.
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Existing approaches commonly leverage two modalities, 
i.e., RGB and optical flow, for precise action detection.
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Optical flow is computationally expensive,
e.g., TV-𝐿1 requires 3.8 minutes for a 1-min 224 × 224 video of 30 fps.

Heavy cost of optical flow
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Reliance of action detectors on optical flow

Existing temporal action detectors heavily rely on optical flow;
they show sharp performance drops in the absence of optical flow.



Cross-modal knowledge distillation

Cross-modal knowledge distillation transfers motion knowledge 
the RGB-based model, enhancing its performance.



Cross-modal knowledge distillation

Conventional distillation leads to entangled multimodal representations, 
making it challenging to balance between two modalities.



Decomposed cross-modal knowledge distillation

(b) Decomposed distillation (Ours)(a) Conventional distillation

We propose to learn appearance and motion features in a decomposed way 
to better exploit the multimodal complementarity.



Method

We design a dual-branch architecture with a shared head and conflicting training 
objectives for explicit decomposition of multimodal information.



Method

The local attentive fusion enables effective multimodal information fusion 
while bypassing the feature over-smoothing issue.



Method

At inference time, our model can perform multimodal prediction given 
only RGB frames as input.



Experiments

Ablative studies verify the effectiveness of the each proposed component.



Experiments

The local attentive fusion brings the largest performance 
gains compared to other fusion methods.



Experiments

The proposed method is generalizable to various backbones 
and action detection heads.



Experiments

Our method achieves a new state-of-the-art among RGB-based action 
detectors, closing the gap with two-stream approaches.



Conclusion

• We introduced a novel cross-modal distillation pipeline that learns 
multimodal information in a decomposed way.

• Our method generalizes well to different backbones and action detection 
heads, showing consistent improvements.

• Our approach is abstract and can be applied to various multimodal tasks 
that require multimodal complementarity.
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